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Table 1: Health impacts in children following COVID-19 infection: current state of evidence.

Serious and fatal outcomes

COVID-19 infection has lower hospitalisation and mortality rates in children compared with adults, but when virtually all 
children are exposed, the population impact on children becomes substantial. US figures show that COVID-19 is now 
the leading infectious and respiratory cause of death in school-aged children, ahead of many other diseases where 
vaccines are routinely used.28

Development of new health conditions following infection

An estimated 65 million people have long COVID,30 including children. Research is currently underway in New Zealand to 
investigate long COVID in children following the Omicron outbreaks of 2022. The underlying mechanisms of long 
COVID are now better understood, although there is much work to be done.31 Examples of documented health 
concerns in children include:

Multiple impacts on the brain in childhood ranging from common to rare, including fatigue, cognitive deficits, stroke 
and new psychiatric conditions32 with hypometabolism of key areas of the brain seen on functional imaging;33 

Increased risk of cardiorespiratory symptoms and disease, again ranging from common (breathlessness) to rare  
(cardiac thrombosis); for myocarditis, vaccines show a protective effect relative to disease;34–36

New-onset diabetes;37,38 and

A large number of other effects; see this major 2023 review30 and other studies.39,40

Evidence of sub-clinical or latent organ damage

Children generally have good functional reserve and may tolerate organ damage with no or minimal symptoms. 
However, some types of tissue damage during childhood raise concerns about health impacts in later life.42,43 Clinical 
research continues to identify biomarkers of tissue damage, including in well children who had mild COVID-19 infection. 
Child-specific examples include:

Studies using specialised lung function tests show persisting abnormalities in lung function after recovery from the 
initial COVID-19 illness;43,44

Coagulation biomarker studies show abnormal clotting profiles;45

Persisting changes in cardiac function were observed in 60% of a cohort of previously healthy children who had had 
a mild or asymptomatic episode of COVID-19 infection; average follow-up time was 148 ± 68 days;46 and

Viral persistence in tissues is well established in adults, and is now demonstrated in children.47

Immune dysregulation

Alterations in immune function following COVID-19 infection are well established and raise the risk of COVID-19 re- 
infection, susceptibility to other infections and other health impacts. Examples include:

Longitudinal studies of immune responses show rapid clearance of SARS-CoV-2 virus in children and a lack of robust 
memory T-cell responses relative to adults; this pattern of response could explain children’s relatively less severe 
symptoms in the early phase, but it may compromise their ability to resist reinfection;48

Longer-term (8 months post-infection) immune dysregulation in adults49 with corresponding child results awaited 
(but see results below);

COVID-19 causes immune cells to switch their gene expression profile from immune to pro-thrombotic (clotting)  
signatures,50 consistent with increased risk of thrombosis in children;51 

Impaired gut and respiratory microbiomes have been observed following COVID-19 infection,52 as another potential 
mechanism for ongoing health issues;

Of particular relevance to New Zealand (where Group A Streptococcus [GAS] infections and rheumatic fever rates are 
high and inequitable) is evidence that GAS coinfection can contribute to COVID-19 severity;53 and

Additionally, COVID-19 infection is associated with increased risk of GAS infection from 4 to 8 months later.54
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Table 2: Proposed goals for a science-led and whānau-centred approach to infection control in schools (including 
COVID-19 and other infections).

Proposed goals for a science-led and whānau-centred approach to infection control in schools

1. Air quality in classrooms is excellent at all times;
2. Children, young people and staff are not in school while they are infectious;
3. Additional protection via masks is rapidly available during outbreaks (e.g., periods of high

COVID-19 transmission and/or seasonal respiratory infection and/or an emerging influenza
pandemic);

4. Schools are resourced to provide high-quality teaching and learning and other support online
or in a hybrid model during infectious disease outbreaks;

5. School-based health outcomes and progress on curriculum aspirations are equitable, rights-
based and uphold Te Tiriti o Waitangi;

6. School communities are well-informed and are actively participating in programmes to
improve health and wellbeing; and

7. There is a high level of situational awareness throughout the school system supported with
high-quality surveillance of health and the coverage of key interventions.


